Instrument: Small Project Grant

Implementing subject: Kundrim.Kujtesë.Kulturë Knkub Heritage

Contacts (address, email, phone number, website):
Rr. Shaip Kamberi 7-1 10000 Prishtinë
knkubheritage@gmail.com
+383 49360368
https://www.instagram.com/knkubheritage/
https://www.facebook.com/KundrimKujteseKulture

Duration of the grant:
Start date: 15/05/2023
End date: 15/09/2023

Total budget of the grant (EUR):
7,423.00 EUR

Budget supported from EJA Kosovo program (EUR):
7,423.00 EUR

Target groups:
Students

Geographical scope:
Municipality of Mitrovica, Vushtria and Skenderaj

Summary of the grant: The project aims to develop innovative educational approaches to the preservation and protection of cultural heritage by enabling high school students (classes 10 and 11) from Mitrovica, Vushtria and Skenderaj to: learn more about cultural and natural areas of local and universal value, listed as local and world heritage; acquire new skills needed to help conserve these areas which are protected by the Law on the Protection of Cultural Heritage; adopt new attitudes and a lifelong commitment to the preservation of our local, national and world heritage for present and future generations. Thus, we will create bridges between the facilities and the young people of the three towns by involving them in direct contact with them, in an educational and entertaining way. This will open up new avenues for debate in our society, promoting cultural tourism in the country. The aim of the project is for all participants to leave the workshop with the necessary knowledge and the desire to return to the places they have visited.